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About This Game

The Region - is an open world in which many actions are available to the player.
The region is affected by an unknown virus that has destroyed almost all living things. There will always be danger waiting for

you in the region.
The goal is to survive. Explore the terrain, find weapons and supplies, create objects, improve equipment, protect yourself from

dangerous enemies, fight other players or survive together.
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Title: The Region
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Massively Multiplayer, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
Black Snake Games
Publisher:
Black Snake Games
Release Date: 1 Mar, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 / 8 / 8.1 / 10 64-bit

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo or Better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 470 / Radeon HD 5850 or Better

Storage: 5 GB available space

English
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I understand the game is in Alpha so im not gonna hiy it too hard. also i dont know if its just a single developer or developers.
world is empty as of now not much in it. It has signs to go either good or bad. Developer needs to communicte with the
community more. Game runs great on GPD win if interested. REFUNDED no communication with Dev and straight up asset
flip. ill check back on it in 6 months to see how it has progressed as of right now its barely a game.. Terrible game so far. Not
worth the marked down cost. Steam should be ashamed to allow this to even be sold on their site in the current condition.. This
"game" is so terrible it should not be in the games category. There is nothing to do, no sense of any story or that there will ever
be one. Empty map, some awful grass and trees . I still would have deleted this game if it was free and I regret wasting a whole
hour of my life please don't even consider .... This isn't even a game. Its more like a Sandbox with nothing but Trees and grass..
only 1 zombie and 1 axe with no weapons at all.. There are NO LOOT anywhere but killing that one zombie. This game, if you
can even call it a game is nothing like the Trailer video.

I DO NOT RECOMMEND, DO NOT BUY AT ALL! Better off with Dayz or Mist Survivor.. This game is sort of what I'd
imagine DayZ would have been like were it released on the Nintendo 64. Early access is one thing, throwing a game online a
week after you've managed to get your game engine running is a little too early.

I will say the backwards running animation alone made me laugh so hard you've earned my 4 bucks. Well, I was willing to give
the game a shot. Seems that the devs are not so I switched to doesn't recommend. Best part is it says I played over 18 hours,
most of that was just forgetting about it while it loaded. The potential is there that with a couple updates this could be a good
game, problem is the devs are not there.. Bad animations, and the size of items is too small.
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I was waiting for this game to come out as it looked pretty good. Upon release, I purchased it as soon as possible. I only played a
couple of minutes and already I've lost interest. The character is very rigid and the graphics are subpar. I'm hoping eventually
they will update to make gameplay more entertaining.. to devolopers i beleave personaly u released way to early to where not
enouth loot to no multiplayer not working also buildings need fixing going down the stairs u have to jump to get past above all
that need to put alot more detailing to map and to character movement it feels like u made a game just to get the money i want
this game to have alot of potention because i want to make this game good and want to make this game my main game to stream
and make videos on if you could reply be good thanks u ill give a good review for now if nothing changes ill change. At release,
this is not a game. There is little one can do and nothing to guide you (no map, no keybindings, etc.). Pro's:
Simplicty
Killing zombies
Multiplayer
Not very expensive
Supporting a new developer maybe?

Negs
Pre-Alpha stage, definitely
Cheap but still overpriced, 1 dollar should be maximum
Seen the trailer? Thats almost all you can see in game

Basic, very basic and limited so far
Not for experienced players, unless for testing and feedback

EDIT
Conclusion after two weeks : this game is a scam, dont buy it.
Only meant to get some easy money , a facade. Someone wo
simply put a unfinished game without any effort online, just to
get some idiots buy it.. ABANDONED!!!

This is a scam too. Dev launched it and hasn't said Boo since. Do not buy!!! Also dev, feel free to change my mind.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/lqfeww6R1mk. I fell asleep while playing this game. Fun for the first 2 minutes then you realise that this is all
what the game is and then refund it.. This game is far from ready; It is in Alpha, at best.

I would not recommend it just yet, unless you want to jump in early, capture all the bugs and be part of its general development.

I will pass for now, will drop in on it from time to time though, to see how it is doing.
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